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State Chaplain
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SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
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Worthy State Deputy
Mark Hofmann

REMARKS

DD Installation Weekend 2018\GA DD Org meeting 62318Rev2.pptx

• Jurisdiction 2019-2020 Goals
• Installation Weekend Recap
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CEREMONIALS UPDATE
Tim Bair, SCD
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Territorial Growth Director
Jose Jimenez

Faith in Action/Delta Church Drive

Leave No Brother Behind
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MEMBERSHIP TEAM REPORT

Victor Ojeda – Membership Director
Rich Parcels – Online Membership
Gregory Quinn – Retention Director
Tom Frizzi – New Council Development Round Table Chairman
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GENERAL AGENT REPORT
Stephen Znoj, GA
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Charity Raffle
Bob Hornback
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State Website & Email Update
Ladd Rosipal, Webmaster

2020-2021 State Webmaster Report Council Meetings.pptx
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Life – From Conception to Birth

Paul Zock, FDD – Health Services Chairman

Zock slides Mid-year 200711.pptx
KCCG Update
Ed O’Connor, President

KCCG 2019-2020 GK meeting.pptx
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Safe Environment
Brian Sartain, SA

Safe Environment 2020.pptx
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EVERY FORM THAT IS SUBMITTED
• forms@gakofc.org

Overdue forms
• 1295 (Audit) – February 15th
• 185 (Officers) – June 30th

Upcoming forms due
• 365 (Program Personnel) – August 1st
• 1295 (Audit) – August 15th
Ron Rigby, FDD
Executive Secretary
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ASSOCIATE STATE CHAPLAIN
Fr. Ray Levreault, ASC

CLOSING PRAYER
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ADJOURNED!!!!!!

Have a GREAT Year!!
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